A DEM Study on Bearing Behavior of Floating Geosynthetic-Encased Stone Column in Deep Soft Clays
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Abstract: The use of geosynthetic-encased stone columns has been proven to be an economical and effective method for soft soil foundation treatment. This method is widely used in civil engineering projects at home and abroad. When the geosynthetic-encased stone columns are applied to deep soft clays, they are in a floating state. The load-bearing deformation mechanism of geosynthetic-encased stone columns has changed. The interaction between the aggregates, geogrid, and soil is worth studying, especially at the bottom of the column. In this paper, the discrete element method is used to simulate a floating geosynthetic-encased stone column with a 280 mm encasement depth in deep soft clays. The load-bearing deformation characteristics and mesoscopic mechanism of the floating geosynthetic-encased stone column are studied. The results show that there are large vertical and radial stresses in the top region. Moreover, the porosity and sliding fraction of aggregates in this region increase with settlement, and the coordination number decreases with settlement. The vertical and radial stresses of the soil near the column body are not affected much by the column body. When the encasement depth exceeds 280 mm, the bearing capacity of the FGESC does not increase much. The encasement depth controls the failure mode of the floating geosynthetic-encased stone column. As the encasement depth increases, the failure mode of the floating geosynthetic-encased stone column gradually transitions from swelling deformation to penetration failure.
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1. Introduction

Stone columns, which are composed of granular material, have been widely used to improve the bearing capacity, reduce settlement, and enhance the stability of foundation in soft clay [1–4]. As the granular material is cohesionless, it may lead to lateral expansion failure of stone columns. The strength and stiffness of stone columns is mainly provided by the confining stresses of the surrounding soil. However, in extremely weak soil (cu < 15 kPa), the confining stresses may not be enough [5–8].

In order to provide the required confining stresses, Van Impe proposed the concept of encasing stone columns in 1989 [9–12]. The stone columns are encased by high-strength, creep-resistant geosynthetics. The geosynthetic encasement can provide sufficient confining stresses, prevent lateral deformation of granular material, and maintain the drainage capacity of stone columns [13–18]. The geosynthetic-encased stone columns (GESCs) have the advantages of low pollution, low cost, and easy construction [19,20], and the GESCs are widely used in foundation treatment. Due to the encasement, the bearing and deformation characteristics of geosynthetic-encased stone columns (GESCs) and ordinary stone columns (OSCs) are different. Many researchers have studied the GESCs through the finite element method, laboratory tests, and field monitoring [21–27]. Murugesan and Rajagopal [28–30] investigated the GESC through laboratory model tests and the finite element method. They
pointed out that the GESC had a much higher stress concentration compared with the OSC. Ghazavi and Afshar [31] investigated the effective encasement depth of GESCs in the same conditions for various diameters. Lateef and Mohammad [32] used 3D finite element program to simulate the GESC under vertical stresses and pointed out the effect of geosynthetics stiffness on the lateral bulging. Hosseinpour et al. [33] found that the 3D numerical analysis had more advantages than the 2D analysis to study the GESCs under the embankment and could obtain more required information. Chen et al. [34] investigated the behavior of GESCs and OSCs through uniaxial compression tests. They reported that the bearing capacity of GESCs was larger than that of OSCs. Joel and Abdelmalek [35] conducted a series of small-scale model tests to observe that the bulging of the column occurred directly beneath the encasement. Liu et al. [36] studied the floating deep mixed columns through laboratory model tests and finite element analysis. They found that the settlement of the floating column composite foundation was mainly affected by the depth improvement ratio. Wang et al. [37–39] carried out a series of field tests and finite element numerical simulations to study the bearing characteristic of the GESC. They found that the GESC could effectively reduce the lateral displacement of the soil mass. Anita et al. [40] used the construction and demolition waste to construct the GESC. Their study indicated that the construction and demolition waste could be considered as a sustainable and valuable resource for GESC.

The studies mentioned above did not consider the discreteness of the aggregates that make up the column, especially the finite element method. In actual engineering, it is sometimes uneconomical for GESCs to penetrate soft clay; therefore, the GESCs are in a floating state. Almeida et al. [41] presented the application of an FGESC in an embankment project in São Paulo, Brazil. The columns were 80 cm in diameter, 11 m in length, and implemented on 2 m center-to-center spacing on a square pattern. The bearing capacity of the treated foundation was 150 kPa, which is significantly greater than the shear strength of the soil of 15 kPa. The load-bearing deformation mechanism of the floating geosynthetic-encased stone column (FGESC) is different from those of GESC. There are still relatively few studies on FGESCs in the available literature. Debnath and Dey [42] established a finite element model of the FGESC. Both the improvement factor and stress concentration ratio of the FGESC are analyzed, and the optimum depth of the encasement of the FGESC is three times the diameter of the column. Chen et al. [43] used a centrifuge model to study the deformation characteristics of the FGESC under an embankment. They found that the FGESCs at the edge of the embankment are prone to bending failure. The existing studies mainly focus on the macroscopic level of the FGESC and do not consider the possible large deformation of the FGESC under load. The discrete element method (DEM) can effectively solve the large deformation problem. The DEM is widely used in geotechnical engineering [44–47], which has advantages in simulating the gravels of the column. Liu [48] and Gu [49] used the discrete element method to simulate the stone columns in soft clay. The aggregates that make up the column are simulated by balls with different characteristics and sizes. However, according to the authors’ knowledge, there is no discrete element method to study the FGESC in the deep soft clay.

This study built a three-dimensional DEM model for an FGESC in soft clay. The aggregates, geogrid encasement, and surrounding soil were simulated by the DEM. The deformation and bearing capacity of the FGESC in deep soft clay are studied. Moreover, the influence of different lengths of geogrid encasement is analyzed. Meanwhile, a small-scale laboratory test is conducted to verify the reliability of the numerical model.

2. Numerical Simulation: Discrete Element Modeling

2.1. PFC Modeling of a FGESC in Soft Clay

The three-dimensional particle flow code (PFC3D, version 5.00.40) is a DEM software developed by Itasca, which was used to simulate the behavior of an FGESC installed in soft clay. The aggregates, the geogrid encasement, and the soft soil were simulated by
spherical particles with different sizes and contact properties, and the mechanical behavior of spherical particles were updated according to Newton’s law at each calculation cycle.

The behavior of a group of FGESCs in deep soft clay was simplified to a single FGESC installed in the center of a cylinder of clay, as shown in Figure 1. In the unit cell idealization of FGESC, only vertical deformation was allowed, and the side and bottom boundaries were rigid and fixed. For PFC, the concept of unit cell idealization could control the number of particles within a certain range, which was helpful to improve the computational efficiency.

Figure 1. Unit cell idealization: (a) Group of FGESCs. (b) Influence zone of FGESC. (c) Unit cell.

Figure 2 shows the 3D DEM model for an FGESC in soft clay. The diameter of the FGESC was 90 mm, and the length was 360 mm. The diameter and height of the model were 250 mm and 540 mm, respectively. Therefore, the area replacement ratio was 12.96%. The linear model was applied to simulate the aggregates of the FGESC. The diameters of the aggregates ranged from 16 mm to 26 mm, of which 16 mm–20 mm accounted for 25%, and 20 mm–26 mm accounted for 75%. The aggregates were rigid. Due to the high tensile stiffness of geogrid, the linear parallel contact model was used to simulate the geogrid. The geogrid was composed of two rows of particles with a diameter of 2 mm, and the spacing between the two rows was 20 mm. The geogrid completely wrapped the stone column, with a length of 280 mm. The mechanical property of the soil particles was complicated in nature. The soil around the FGESC and the soil in the underlying layer were mainly subjected to vertical deformation. Therefore, this study focused on the compression characteristics of soil particles. The soil particles were simulated by the linear contact bond model. The soil particles were 6.8 to 7.2 mm in diameter and had an initial porosity of 0.4. For clear display, the soil particles were divided into two groups with different colors, and the height of the underlying stratum was 180 mm.

A circular plate with a diameter of 90 mm was generated. It acted as a loading plate while moving down. When the particles of the model were generated, the loading plate moved downward to apply vertical load. The side boundary was a cylinder, and its friction coefficient was 0 to reduce the impact of the boundary on the soil. The bottom slab of the model was a rigid disk, which was fixed.

In order to monitor the deformation and mechanical properties of aggregates and soil particles during loading, 37 measurement spheres were created. Figure 3 shows the positions of the measurement spheres in the model. The measurement spheres (No. 1 to 11) with a diameter of 88 mm were used to monitor the stress and deformation characteristics of the underlying soil and column body. The measurement spheres (No. 12 to 37) with a diameter of 40 mm were used to monitor the stress of the soil around the column and the soil of the underlying stratum.

2.2. Material Properties

The simulated aggregates were consistent with the particle size distribution test in the laboratory. The properties of the aggregates were determined by a triaxial test and are listed in Table 1. The geogrid with a length of 200 mm and a width of 40 mm was used for the tensile test to determine the strength of the geogrid particles. After various attempts, the parameters of the geogrid are listed in Table 2. The unconfined compression
test was used to obtain the properties of soft soil. These parameters mainly focused on the compressibility of soil particles and are listed in Table 3.

Figure 2. A unit cell of an FGESC in soft clay: (a) Components and dimensions of the DEM model for the FGESC. (b) Sectional view of the DEM model for FGESC.
Figure 3. Measurement sphere in the model.

2.2. Material Properties

The simulated aggregates were consistent with the particle size distribution test in the laboratory. The properties of the aggregates were determined by a triaxial test and are listed in Table 1. The geogrid with a length of 200 mm and a width of 40 mm was used for the tensile test to determine the strength of the geogrid particles. After various attempts, the parameters of the geogrid are listed in Table 2. The unconfined compression test was used to obtain the properties of soft soil. These parameters mainly focused on the compressibility of soil particles and are listed in Table 3.

Table 1. Mesoscopic properties of aggregates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle density (g/cm³)</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of particle friction</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle normal stiffness (N/m)</td>
<td>5.80 × 10⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle shear stiffness (N/m)</td>
<td>1.00 × 10⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mesoscopic properties of geogrid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle density (g/cm³)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle normal stiffness (N/m)</td>
<td>1.85 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle shear stiffness (N/m)</td>
<td>1.85 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel bond normal stiffness (N/m³)</td>
<td>2.80 × 10¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel bond shear stiffness (N/m³)</td>
<td>2.50 × 10⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel bond normal strength (N/m²)</td>
<td>3.00 × 10⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel bond shear strength (N/m²)</td>
<td>3.00 × 10⁸</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Mesoscopic properties of soil particles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle density (g/cm³)</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of particle friction</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle normal stiffness (N/m)</td>
<td>3.80 × 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle shear stiffness (N/m)</td>
<td>3.80 × 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact bond normal strength (N)</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact bond shear strength (N)</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Validation of the DEM Model

A laboratory test was conducted to validate the numerical model. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of the laboratory test. Figure 5 shows the FGESC laboratory test. The dimensions of the model test were the same as those of the DEM simulation. The vertical load was applied to the top of the FGESC. The applied load was measured by an electronic servo pressure testing machine. The vertical pressure–settlement behavior of the FGESC during the loading process is shown in Figure 6. At the early stage of loading,
the DEM simulation results were basically consistent with the experimental results. At the late loading stage, the DEM simulation results were slightly smaller than the experimental results. Overall, the results showed that the DEM simulation was in good agreement with the laboratory test. The reasonableness of the mesoscopic parameters of each material was also demonstrated.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the laboratory test.

Figure 5. The FGESC laboratory test.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Stresses and Deformation of the FGESC

Eleven measurement spheres (IDs from 1 to 11) were created to monitor the stress and deformation of the FGESC and the underlying stratum during the loading process. The average stress of the measurement sphere was calculated from the interaction force between particles whose centroids were in the measurement sphere. The change of the porosity and coordination number could reflect the deformation of FGESC.

3.1.1. Vertical and Radial Stresses of FGESC and Underlying Soil

Figure 7 shows the vertical stress distribution along the column and the underlying soil at different settlements. When the settlement was 9 mm, the vertical stress distribution of the column was relatively uniform. With the increase in the settlement, the vertical stress in the column top area gradually increased. When the settlement reached 36 mm, the vertical stress in the column was maximum. The maximum value was 88.3 kPa, which occurred at a height of approximately 400 mm. There was a significant reduction in the vertical stress in the unreinforced section of the column. The vertical stress in the underlying soil increased slightly with settlement. This meant that the column could transfer the upper load to the underlying stratum.

Figure 8 shows the radial stress distribution along the column and the underlying soil at different settlements. When the settlement was 9 mm, the radial stress in the encased
section at the top of the column was high. As the settlement increased, the radial stress in the encased section of the column top gradually increased. When the settlement reached 36 mm, the radial stress in the column was maximum. The maximum value was 44.8 kPa. The radial stress in the unreinforced section of the column was reduced significantly. The radial stress in the underlying soil increased slightly with settlement.

Figure 8 shows the radial stress distribution along the column and the underlying soil at different settlements. When the settlement was 9 mm, the radial stress in the encased section at the top of the column was high. As the settlement increased, the radial stress in the encased section of the column top gradually increased. When the settlement reached 36 mm, the radial stress in the column was maximum. The maximum value was 44.8 kPa. The radial stress in the unreinforced section of the column was reduced significantly. The radial stress in the underlying soil increased slightly with settlement.

From the above, it can be seen that the vertical and radial stresses of the column are mainly concentrated in the encased section at the top of the column. The vertical and radial stresses in the unreinforced section at the bottom of the column and in the underlying soil increased slightly with the increase in the settlement.

3.1.2. Force Chain of FGESC

The transmission of contact force in the FGESC can be reflected through force chains. Figure 9 shows the contact force of the FGESC in soft clay. The lines in the figure represent the force chain, with thicker lines representing greater contact forces. It can be seen that the force chain in the encased section of the column was relatively complete. The contact force in the unreinforced section at the bottom of the FGESC was relatively small, and the force chain was thin. When the settlement was 18 mm, the maximum contact force occurred at the top of the column, which was 2075 KN, as shown in Figure 9a. When the settlement reached 36 mm, the force chain extended downward and became denser at the bottom of the column, as shown in Figure 9b. The maximum contact force reached 2098 KN. The geogrid played a confining role, and there was a clear contact force between the geogrid particles.

3.1.3. Porosity of the FGESC

Figure 10 shows the porosity changes of the FGESC with the settlement. Four representative locations were selected. They corresponded to column body heights of 45 mm, 135 mm, 225 mm, and 315 mm. The initial porosity of the column was 0.37. When the settlement was small, there was a slight volume expansion of the pile body under the load. The porosity of the FGESC increased slightly. With the increase in the settlement, the porosities at different column locations showed different change patterns. The porosity in the column top region (with heights of 225 mm and 315 mm) gradually increased with the increase in the settlement. The final porosity was about 0.41. The porosity of the aggregates located at the height of 135 mm gradually decreased under load. It indicated that the aggregates were in a compacted state. At the later stage of loading, the porosity of the
aggregates located in the unreinforced section gradually increased. Eventually, it was about 0.37. Overall, there was volume expansion in the column top area and unreinforced section under load. There was a slight volume shrinkage in the lower part of the encased section.

Figure 9. Contact force of FGESC in soft clay: (a) When the settlement is 18 mm, the maximum contact force is 2075 KN. (b) When the settlement is 36 mm, the maximum contact force is 2098 KN.

Figure 10. Porosity changes of the FGESC with the settlement.

3.1.4. Particle Movement of the FGESC

The movement of aggregates of the FGESC can be reflected by the coordination number and the sliding fraction. The coordination number indicates the number of effective contacts between particles. The larger the coordination number, the more effective the
contacts between particles, and the denser the particles in the measurement sphere. The sliding fraction represents the ratio of the number of contacts where sliding occurs to the total contact in the measurement sphere. The larger the sliding fraction, the greater the rotation of the particles. The coordination number and the sliding fraction showed an inverse relationship.

Figure 11 shows the coordination number changes in the FGESC with the settlement. When the model was statically balanced, the coordination numbers of aggregates at different heights were different. With the increase in load, the coordination numbers of aggregates at different heights presented different trends. The coordination numbers of aggregates at the column top area fluctuated slightly with the settlement. At the end of loading, the coordination numbers of the aggregates at heights 315 mm and 225 mm were 4.0 and 4.5, respectively. The coordination number of the aggregates at the bottom of the encased section gradually increased with the settlement. At the end of loading, the coordination number reached 6.0. The coordination number of the aggregates in the unreinforced section increased first and then decreased with the settlement. Overall, at the end of loading, only the lower part of the encased section increased in coordination number, and the aggregates became dense. The coordination numbers in other parts decreased, and the aggregates became loose.

Figure 11. Coordination number changes of the FGESC with the settlement.

Figure 12 shows the sliding fraction changes of the FGESC with the settlement. About one-third of the aggregates slid during the loading process. About 20% of the aggregates slid at the height of 225 mm. Only 10% of the aggregates located at the bottom of the encased section and the unreinforced section slid. It indicated that the aggregates in this region were in a relatively stable state.

The coordination number and the sliding fraction showed that the aggregates’ movement in the column top region was intense and became loose under the load. The aggregates at the column bottom were relatively stable.

3.2. Stresses of the Soil around the Column and the Underlying Stratum

The measurement spheres No. 12–37 were used to measure the stresses of the soil around the column and the underlying stratum. Figure 13 shows the vertical stresses of the soil around the column and the underlying stratum at various distances from the column center. The vertical stress of the soil near the column slightly increased with the settlement, as shown in Figure 13a. The increase in the vertical stress in the encased section was more obvious than that in the unreinforced section. However, the increase was still much smaller than that of the column body. The vertical stress of the soil near the side boundary was basically unchanged with the settlement, as shown in Figure 13b. The vertical stress was distributed by gravity and increased linearly along the depth.
Figure 12. Sliding fraction changes of the FGESC with the settlement.

Figure 13. Vertical stresses of the soil around the column and the underlying stratum at various distances from the column center: (a) 65 mm and (b) 105 mm.

Figure 14 shows the radial stresses of the soil around the column and the underlying stratum at various distances from the column center. The radial stress of the soil near the column slightly increased with the settlement, as shown in Figure 14a. When the settlement reached 27 mm and 36 mm, there was a certain increase in the radial stress in the soil near the unreinforced section. The radial stress of the soil near the side boundary was basically unchanged with the settlement, as shown in Figure 14b. The radial stresses in the underlying stratum were largely unaffected by the settlement.

Figure 14. Radial stresses of the soil around the column and the underlying stratum at various distances from the column center: (a) 65 mm and (b) 105 mm.
The above analysis shows that the stresses of the soil near the column were affected by settlement, and the stresses of the soil near the side boundary were largely unaffected by settlement. Due to the presence of the geogrid, the movement of the aggregates was restricted. It prevented the transfer of significant stress from the column to the soil around the column.

3.3. Failure Mode

Previous studies [10,23] have shown that when the end bearing GESC was not fully encased, the failure mode of the GESC was swelling deformation below the encased section. Due to the fact that the FGESC was located in deep soft soil, its failure mode changed. The failure mode of the FGESC was analyzed by hiding the pre-grouped soil. Figure 15 shows the changes of the column body with the settlement. The red and blue balls represent aggregates of different sizes. The small purple balls represent geogrids. When the FGESC model was first generated, the column body was a regular cylinder. When the settlement reached 18 mm, the column body maintained good integrity except for local irregular deformation. When the settlement reached 36 mm, the deformation of the encased section of the column was not significant, and there was slight swelling deformation in the unreinforced section of the column.

![Figure 15. Changes of column body with settlement: (a) 0 mm, (b) 18 mm, and (c) 36 mm.](image)

Figure 16 shows the changes of the column bottom with settlement. The soil around the column is represented by green balls. Before loading, the bottom of the column was in the same plane with the soil around the column. When the settlement reached 18 mm, the column bottom slightly intruded into the underlying stratum. When the settlement reached 36 mm, the column bottom was mixed with soil around the column and penetrated into the underlying stratum.

![Figure 16. Changes of column bottom with settlement: (a) 0 mm, (b) 18 mm, and (c) 36 mm.](image)

According to Figures 15 and 16, it can be concluded that the failure mode of the FGESC was mainly penetration failure, accompanied by slight swelling deformation. This was significantly different from the failure mode of end bearing GESC.
3.4. Effect of Encasement Length

The encasement length had a significant impact on the load-bearing deformation characteristics of the GESC. As the encasement depth increased, the bearing capacity of the GESC increased. When the full length of the column was encased, the bearing capacity of the GESC mainly depended on the strength of the geogrid, and its failure mode was tensile failure of the geogrid. In order to investigate the effect of encasement length on the load-bearing deformation of the FGESC, three other DEM models were established. Their encasement depths were 100 mm, 180 mm, and 360 mm. The other parameters of the three models were the same as those of the model with an encasement depth of 280 mm.

3.4.1. Effect on Load-Bearing Capacity of FGESC

Figure 17 shows the load-bearing capacity of the FGESC with different encasement depths. It can be seen that with the increase in the encasement depth, the bearing capacity of the FGESC increased. When the settlement was 18 mm, the bearing capacities of the FGESC with encasement depths of 100 mm, 180 mm, 280 mm, and 360 mm were 58.0 kPa, 64.5 kPa, 73.0 kPa, and 77.4 kPa, respectively. When the encasement depth increased from 280 mm to 360 mm, the bearing capacity increased by 4.4 kPa, which was a small increase.

![Figure 17. Load-bearing capacity of FGESC with different encasement depths.](image-url)

3.4.2. Effect on Contact Force of the FGESC

Figure 18 shows the contact force of the FGESC with different encasement depths when the settlement was 36 mm. The red and thick lines represent large contact force. It can be seen that when the encasement depth was 100 mm, the contact force was mainly concentrated in the column top region. The force chain in the unreinforced section had a clear state of divergence, and the force chain did not extend to the bottom of the column. When the encasement depth was 180 mm, the encased section had a large contact force. The force chain could extend to the bottom of the column, but it was relatively sparse. When the encasement depth was 280 mm, the force chain was relatively complete and could extend to the bottom of the column. When the encasement depth was 360 mm, there was a relatively large contact force throughout the column. The force chain effectively extended to the bottom of the column, with a clear force chain near the bottom of the column. Overall, as the encasement depth increased, the force chain of the FGESC was more complete, and the ability to transfer the upper loads also increased.

![Figure 18. Contact force of the FGESC with different encasement depths: (a) 100 mm, (b) 180 mm, (c) 280 mm, and (d) 360 mm.](image-url)

3.4.3. Effect on Failure Mode of the FGESC

Figure 19 shows the changes of the column body with different encasement depths when the settlement was 36 mm. When the encasement depth was 100 mm, there was obvious swelling deformation below the encased section of the column body. When the encasement depth was 180 mm, swelling deformation occurred below the encased section of the column body. When the encasement depth was 280 mm, there was no...
obvious deformation in the encased section of the column, and there was slight swelling deformation in the unreinforced section. When the encasement depth was 360 mm, the whole column body maintained a relatively regular cylindrical shape under the load.

Figure 18. Contact force of the FGESC with different encasement depths: (a) 100 mm, (b) 180 mm, (c) 280 mm, and (d) 360 mm.

Figure 19. Changes of column body with different encasement depths: (a) 100 mm, (b) 180 mm, (c) 280 mm, and (d) 360 mm.

Figure 20 shows the changes of the column bottom with different encasement depths when the settlement was 36 mm. When the encasement depth was 100 mm, the column bottom did not change with settlement and was always in the same plane as the soil around the column. When the encasement depth was 180 mm, the column bottom slightly intruded into the underlying stratum. When the encasement depths were 280 mm and 360 mm, the column bottom was clearly penetrated into the underlying stratum.
3.4.3. Effect on Failure Mode of the FGESC

According to Figures 19 and 20, as the encasement depth increased, the failure mode of the FGESC gradually transitioned from swelling deformation to penetration failure. The encasement depth to a certain extent controlled the failure mode of the FGESC.

4. Conclusions

A discrete element model of an FGESC in soft soil foundation was established. The stresses, particle movement, and failure mode of the FGESC with an encasement depth of 280 mm were analyzed. The stresses of the soil around the column and the soil in the underlying stratum were also analyzed. Meanwhile, the effect of the encasement depth on the bearing capacity, contact force, and failure mode of the FGESC was studied. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The FGESC with encasement depth of 280 mm has large vertical and radial stresses at the top region of the column under load. The aggregates in the column top region become loose under load as the porosity increases, the coordination number decreases, and the sliding ratio increases. The force chain of the column is relatively complete and can effectively transfer the upper load downward. When the encasement depth is 280 mm, the failure mode of the FGESC is mainly in the form of penetration failure.

2. When the encasement depth is 280 mm, the vertical and radial stresses of the soil near the column body are not affected much by the column body. It indicates that the presence of geogrids limits the movement of the aggregates in the column. Therefore, the large stresses of the column cannot be effectively transferred to the soil around the column.

3. As the encasement depth increases, the bearing capacity of the FGESC increases, the force chain of the column body becomes more complete, and the column can transfer the load downward more effectively. However, when the encasement depth exceeds 280 mm, the bearing capacity of FGESC does not increase much.

4. The encasement depth to a certain extent controls the failure mode of the FGESC. As the encasement depth increases, the failure mode of the FGESC gradually transitions from swelling deformation to penetration failure.

In this study, the load-bearing deformation characteristics and microscopic mechanism of the FGESC were mainly studied. The deformation of the aggregates under load and the influence of pore water were ignored. In future work, the Clump function of PFC will be used to simulate the aggregates; it is more realistic to reflect the irregular shape of the aggregates. The pore water will be taken into account to study the dissipation of pore water in the column and soft clay.
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